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Introduction & Contents
Use our Chart Generator to get a Free PDF
proof of your Online Tree

See your family tree as a single PDF file and share it with
relatives or use our optional chart printing service.
See pages 47 and 48

Our Shop
Many customers prefer to
see our products before
purchasing and some are
lucky enough to see us at
family history fairs around the
UK (see page 62). However
you are very welcome to call
and see us at Denaby Point
where we have a display of
many of our products and
knowledgeable staff on hand
9:30am - 2:30pm, Tuesday to
Friday. We are just a few miles
from junction 36 of the A1(M)
close to Conisbrough.
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Carbon Capture
Many of our paper products
are now sourced from a UK
supplier who makes sure the
amount of CO2 generated in
the production and delivery of
the paper is calculated.
The Carbon Capture charges
included in the prices of
products indicated by
are paid to the UK charity
Woodland Trust. For more
information visit our website or
www.woodlandcarbon.co.uk

Email sales@myhistory.co.uk
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Family History Best Sellers

My History

Popular Products for Beginners and Experienced Genealogists
Just starting out in Family History?
We can’t do your family tree for you but we can help you with a few pointers of where to look and how to
record what you find. On this page and the next we have some starter packs, book pages and charts to help you
record and make sense of what you find out about your ancestors and their families.

Working Charts
Our Working Charts are proving very
popular with customers, as it is especially
useful where there is a desire to show
siblings and their descendants on a chart.
It has no predetermined family structures
thus allowing you to add any number
of siblings to a family. Works best for
‘descendant’ and ‘all-relatives’ charts.
More details on page 43.

Family History Springback Binder (25mm) Traditional Colours
Smart grained outer finish available as a plain cover
or gold blocked with the words ‘Family History’.
Holds up to 150 sheets of A4 90gsm paper. You also
have the option of buying 100 sheets of paper with
this binder. By popular request the black and green
binders are now available for sale with a slipcase.
Family History Springback Binder
SBPR - £16.95 - Black, Red, Blue or Green
Family History Springback Binder (25mm)
and 100 Sheets of Acid-free paper
SBPR-P - £20.95 - Black, Red, Blue or Green

Please see page 55 for plain binders
without the words “Family History”
Please see pages 53-57 for many more options on the Springback Binders.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Family History Best Sellers
10 Generation Double Chart
This chart is sometimes known as a bow
tie chart due to the shape. Your father’s
ancestry spreads out to the left and your
mothers to the right with you in the middle
plus room for your children in a further box
below you. Available in 90gsm or 120gsm
paper or on canvas.
Size: 36 x 24 inches (92 x 61cm)
10GENDC - 120gsm paper
(Coloured Boxes)
£7.95 (Qty 1), £13.90 (Qty 2)
See page 41 for other styles and paper colours.

15” Deep Archival Box
Extra deep archive storage boxes, perfect
for preserving memorabilia. Full depth lid to
make these boxes extra strong for stacking.
Made from double sided Kraft Lined
acid-free/pH neutral board, with the double
thickness ends stitched with brass wire.
15” Deep Archive Box
with Lid
MHAB151007 - £12.95
Size: 15.25 x 10.25 x 5 inches
(390 x 260 x 125mm)
See page 27 - 28 for more box sizes.

Family Tree Book Pages
A4 Family Tree Book pages
for you to fill in and then
insert into a binder.
There are many book
versions of this type of
system for recording your
family information but the
publishers decide how many
of each page to print whereas
with our loose leaf system
you decide what pages are
needed and errors may be
easily discarded and replaced.
Please see page 38 for more details and prices.
4
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Certificate Storage Solutions

My History
Are you serious about preserving your past?

Are you having difficulty storing certificates in ordinary A4 folders? Do you have concerns about the long
term storage of old photographs? Do you know the life expectancy of the paper you are printing on? These
are just some of the concerns our customers have about preserving their research for their own descendants.
Did you know that even storing data on CDs can be problematic as these can deteriorate over time and once
corruption begins whole photographs and sections of data can be lost forever. Serious archivists still prefer to
see printed documents as these have been proven to last hundreds of years if printed out on acid free paper and
stored carefully.
We stock the ‘Parkinson’ brand of archive binders, albums and hold-alls, recognised for its quality for many years
by archivists in libraries and museums, as well as some of our own independently sourced binders, to give you a
vast array of archive solutions to choose from.

Not sure which binder to purchase? Here’s our simple guide:
Documents

Binders & Inserts

Traditional long
certificates

Certificate
Binders
– Pages 6 - 10

Size: 143/8 x 6½” (36.5 x 16.5cm)

Modern GRO
certificates
Size: A4 (21 x 30cm)

A4 Landscape
Binders
– Pages 11 - 13

Photographs, letters,
newspaper cuttings

A4 Photo Albums,
A4 Hold-all and
Pockets
– Pages 14 - 19

Combine all the
above in one size of
binder including death
certificates.

A3 Landscape
Binder, A3
Hold-all
– Pages 22 - 24

TIP: What order should documents go into a folder?
There is no right or wrong way for this but many genealogists use the divider sets to divide up their
documents by family name. Within a name you could file a marriage certificate followed by the birth
certificates of any children and the death certificates of the parent followed by the marriages of children
and their families etc. It is probably more interesting to file the oldest documents first followed by more
recent additions towards the back of the binder.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Certificate Storage Solutions (Traditional)

Certificate Storage Solutions – Traditional
There are four binders to choose from that will allow you to store your traditional (long)
and modern GRO certificates all in the same binder.

Standard Certificate Binder

(Traditional long certificate size)

This standard binder is an excellent first binder for beginners as it comes complete
with 10 long certificate pockets. It is perfect for storing those awkward shaped
marriage and birth certificates, without having to resort to folds and creases.
These binders hold up to 40 of our extra-long pockets allowing archival storage
of 80 traditional certificates if they are inserted back to back in the pockets.
Don’t forget to order more pockets, card or dividers if you wish to sub-divide
your folder.
There is a small pocket on the spine for inserting a name card.
Dimensions 17½ x 10¾ ins (450 x 270mm) approx.
ASCB5 - £12.95
Please state colour: Burgundy Red, Blue, Green or Black

Save money with these insert packs for the above binder

Small Inserts Pack for
Traditional Certificates

x10

Why not add one of our insert packs to your order
and save a little money on buying the inserts
separately. There is a larger pack containing 25
pockets and card on page 7.

x10
SET OF

5

Long Certificate Pockets
– Page 10
6
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Pack contents:
• 10 x Certificate pockets - ACP
• 10 x Certificate white cards - ACC
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – ACD5
Buy one of the binders on pages 6 & 7 and add this
insert pack for an additional £11.25 (SAVES £2.00)

Long Certificate Dividers
– Page 10

Long Card Inserts
– Page 10

Certificate Storage Solutions (Traditional)

My History

TIP: Where may certificates be ordered from?
Once you have the name and location of a birth, death or marriage as well as the quarter year in which it
happened then you will need to order from the relevant local registrar or from the General Register Office
(GRO) at Southport. The web address for the GRO is www.gro.gov.uk

Deluxe Certificate Binder

(Traditional long certificate size)

A quality binder for storing those awkward shaped marriage and birth certificates
without having to resort to folds and creases. This padded binder looks good and
feels good. Will hold up to 40 pockets allowing archival storage of 80 certificates if
inserted back to back in the pockets. The PVC binder lays flat when open and has a
high quality 4 ring mechanism plus a transparent pocket on the spine.
Dimensions 17½ x 10¾ inches (44.5 x 27cm) approx.
ADCB - £15.95
Available in:
Burgundy Red, Dark Blue, Black or Cedar Green

Save money with these insert packs for the above binder

Large Inserts Pack for
Traditional Certificates

x25

Why not add one of our insert packs to your order
and save a little money on buying the inserts
separately. There is a smaller pack containing
10 pockets and card on page 6.

x25
SET OF

5

A4 Certificate Pockets – Page 11

Pack contents:
• 25 x Certificate pockets - ACP
• 25 x Certificate white cards - ACC
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – ACD5
Buy one of the binders on pages 6 & 7 and add this
insert pack for an additional £19.75 (SAVES £3.00)

A4 Card Inserts – Page 11

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Certificate Storage Solutions (Traditional)
Premier Certificate Box Binder

(Traditional long certificate size)

A high quality box binder that will be treasured for more than just a lifetime, this box binder enables the 		
storage of certificates in a safe enclosed container which will stack or stand on edge on shelves.
This binder makes the ultimate gift when presenting someone with their family history.
Features:
• Holds up to 40 pockets 		
(allows display of 80 certificates)
• Covered in acid-free library
buckram
• Lined with acid-free paper
• 4 ‘D’ ring mechanism

• Lays flat when open
• Available in Burgundy 		
or Dark Blue
• Dimensions: 			
L46 x W27 x H5cm 		
(18 x 10½ x 2 inches)

PCBB - £47.50 -Burgundy or Blue
(Supplied empty)

TIP: The binders on these two pages will also accept all our A4 landscape
pockets & card (p11) as well as the traditional long certificate pockets (p10).

Save money with these insert packs for the above binder

Small Inserts Pack for
Traditional Certificates

x10

Why not add one of our insert packs to your order
and save a little money on buying the inserts
separately. There is a larger pack containing 25
pockets and card on page 9.

x10
SET OF

5

Long Certificate Pockets
– Page 10
8
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Pack contents:
• 10 x Certificate pockets - ACP
• 10 x Certificate white cards - ACC
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – ACD5
Buy one of the binders on pages 8 & 9 and add this
insert pack for an additional £11.25 (SAVES £2.00)

Long Certificate Dividers
– Page 10

Long Card Inserts
– Page 10

Certificate Storage Solutions (Traditional)

My History
Leather Certificate Binder

(Traditional long certificate size)

IMPROVED
PRODUCT

Corner of binder

Store your certificates and other important documents
in this folder and we are certain family members
will look after your family history for decades
(or centuries) to come. The cover is made from real
leather with cream contrast stitching and inner lining.
The look and feel is quite luxurious.
Lays flat when open.
ALCF -£27.95
BUY TWO FOR £49.90

showing stitching and lining
Features:
• Leather cover
• Cream fabric lining
• Attractive cream stitching
• Good quality 4 ring mechanism
• Holds up to 50 pockets to store 100 documents
• Accepts both traditional certificate and 			
A4 landscape pockets
• Dimensions: 18¼ x 10¾ inches 			
(45.5 x 27cm) approx.

Save money with these insert packs for the above binder

Large Inserts Pack for
Traditional Certificates

x25

Why not add one of our insert packs to your order
and save a little money on buying the inserts
separately. There is a smaller pack containing
10 pockets and card on page 8.

x25
SET OF

5

A4 Certificate Pockets – Page 11

Pack contents:
• 25 x Certificate pockets - ACP
• 25 x Certificate white cards - ACC
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – ACD5
Buy one of the binders on pages 8 & 9 and add this
insert pack for an additional £19.75 (SAVES £3.00)

A4 Card Inserts – Page 11

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Certificate Storage Solutions (Traditional)
Long Certificate Pockets

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Extra pockets for certificate binders. Use for safe long-term
storage of certificates, family tree printouts, will copies and
census printouts etc. Made from inert, clear polypropylene
these pockets do not need to be removed from the binder
mechanism to insert or remove documents.
Pocket dimensions 39.8 x 23.4cm (15½ x 9 inches)
Material thickness: 110 microns.
These polypockets will also fit in the A3 storage on pages 22-23.
ACP Pack of (10) £5.90, (25) £11.80, 			
(50) £22.95, (100) £44.95

Acid-free
Certificate
Card Inserts

ARCHIVE
SAFE

A safe backing
for certificates,
photographs etc. This
white 280 micron,
(postcard thickness)
acid free card is cut to fit inside the certificate pockets.
Size: 39.2 x 22.7cm (15½ x 9inches) approx.

Long Certificate Dividers
Divide your certificate binders into family groups,
births, marriages etc. Cream - set of 5 tabbed dividers.
ACD5 - £3.75

White ACC - (10) £3.60, (25) £7.20, (50) £12.95
Burgundy ACCB10 - £5.50 Pack of 10
See our website for more card colours.

Extra Clear Polyester Certificate Pockets
If you prefer extra clear pockets, then these are
excellent for the certificate binders on pages 6-9.
Use for safe long-term storage of certificates, family
tree printouts, will copies and census printouts etc.
Certificates are secure in the pocket until the binder
mechanism is opened.
Made from inert, clear polyester these pockets are the
same quality as those used by museums and archives.
ACY5 - £9.75 Packs of 5.
Pocket dimensions: 39.8 x 23.4cm (15½ x 9 inches)
approx.

Traditional certificate sized pockets on this page fit into:

Traditional Binders – Pages 6-9

10
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A3 Landscape Binders – Page 22
A3 Hold-All – Page 23

Certificate Storage Solutions (Modern)

My History
A4 Landscape Polypockets

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Ideal for modern certificates of A4 size. Made from inert
(acid-free) polypropylene that will not harm the contents.
These landscape format pages may be used in the Certificate
Binders, Premier Certificate Box Binder, A3 Deluxe Binder and
both the A4 and A3 Hold-Alls. Paper is inserted from the end
nearest to the ring holes. Material thickness: 110 microns
APAPL Pack of (10) £5.50, (25) £11.00, 			
(50) £20.00, (100) £38.00

A4 Landscape Set of 5 Dividers

A4 Acid-free Card Inserts

Enables you to divide the contents of your
certificate binders into family groups, births,
marriages and deaths etc. Light blue - Supplied
as a set of 5 tabbed dividers.

A safe backing for
modern certificates
or any fragile
documents where
the extra thickness
will help support
and preserve.
Available in black,
white or burgundy.

A4D5 - £3.60

A4C - White (280 micron)
Pack of (10) - £2.60
(25) - £5.20, (100) - £19.95

ARCHIVE
SAFE

A4B - Black (350 micron)
Pack of (10) - £4.40
(25) - £8.80

A4BG10 - Burgundy (300 micron) Pack of 10 - £4.95
Also available in pink, silver and green - see website

Economy A4 Landscape Census Pockets

ARCHIVE
SAFE

These polypropylene archive safe pockets are made of
a fairly thin material and are excellent for storage of
source information such as census printouts and other
landscape documents. Pocket dimensions:
(A4) 8¼ x 11¾ inches approx (30 x 21cm).
Material thickness: 75 microns
TYA4LP
Pack of (10) £2.95, (30) £6.95, (100) £18.95
For A4 Acid free paper, please see pages 36 & 37.
A4 sized pockets on this page fit into:

Traditional Binders – Pages 6-9

A4 Landscape Binders – Pages 12-13
A3 Landscape Binders – Page 22
A4 & A3 Hold-Als – Pages 19 & 23

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Certificate Storage Solutions (Modern)
A4 Landscape Deluxe Certificate Binder


This
A4 landscape padded binder both looks and
feels good. It will hold up to 40 pockets allowing
archival storage of 80 certificates if inserted back to
back in the pockets.
Additional white card or paper may also be purchased
for insertion in the pockets to strengthen the contents
and to act as a backing to the certificates.

There is a small pocket for a name card on the spine
of the folder.
Dimensions 14 x 9 inches (36 x 23cm) approx.
Available in: Burgundy Red,
Cedar Green, Dark Blue or Black
A4CF - £12.90 Please state colour

Standard A4 Landscape Binder

A low price standard folder with the same
specification as the deluxe. The cover is a slightly
different colour range to the deluxe and is un-padded.

A4 Standard Landscape Certificate Folder		
A4SCBP - £9.95 - Please state colour		
(Burgundy Red, Blue, Green or Black)

Save money with this insert pack for the A4 deluxe and standard landscape binders

Small A4 Inserts Pack
x10

Pack contents:
• 10 x A4 pockets – APAPL
• 10 x A4 white cards – A4C
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – ACD5

x10

SET OF

5
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Buy one of the binders on pages 12 & 13 and add
this insert pack for an additional £9.15 (SAVES £2.00)
See page 11 for more information on the
inserts for this binder and to buy pockets,
white card and dividers separately.

A4 Landscape Binders

My History

Save money with this insert pack for the A4 deluxe and standard landscape binders

Large A4 Inserts Pack
x25

x25

Pack contents:
• 25 x A4 pockets – APAPL
• 25 x A4 white cards – A4C
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – ACD5
SET OF

5

Buy one of the binders on pages 12 & 13 and
add this insert pack for an additional £15.70
(SAVES £3.00)

A4 Landscape Census Binders
A simple solution for storing all those census returns you
have downloaded or any other landscape documents of
A4 size.
Features:
• Translucent polypropylene covers allowing 		
contents to show through
• High quality 4 ring mechanism
• Accepts any A4 landscape pocket (see page 11)
• Dimensions: 13½ x 9 inches (34 x 23cm) approx.
• Available with 25 or 40mm mechanisms
Note: These binders are not long enough to accept our
A4 divider without them protruding beyond the cover.
Census Binder - 25mm ring TY4L - £6.85 		
(Holds 40 pockets)
Census Binder - 40mm ring TY4L - £7.95 		
(Holds 60 pockets)
Please state size when ordering

Economy A4 Landscape Census Pockets
These polypropylene archive safe pockets are made of
a fairly thin material and are excellent for storage of
source information such as census printouts and other
landscape documents. For a stronger clearer pocket
please see our modern certificate pockets on page 11.
Pocket dimensions: (A4) 8¼ x 11¾ inches approx
(30 x 21cm). Material thickness: 75 microns

ARCHIVE
SAFE

TYA4LP
Pack of (10) £2.95, (30) £6.95, (100) £18.95
For A4 Acid free card and paper,
please see pages 11, 36 & 67.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Photo Albums & A4 Storage Solutions

Storing Old Photographs
There are two aspects to storing photographs.
1) How best to store the originals. 2) How best
to pass copies of them on to various descendents.
(Of course one lucky descendent will get the originals).
From an archiving perspective it is important that your
old photos are stored to prolong their life. Scanning

them will allow you to present them in family tree
charts, reports or dedicated photograph albums that
may be duplicated as many times as you wish.
We do not recommend encapsulating photos
in plastic using a laminating machine or the use of
albums with stick down plastic coverings. This can be
harmful to photographs even in the short term.

Photo/Memorabilia Album (A4)
These padded PVC A4 folders matching the
certificate binders have a 4 ring mechanism that
accepts a variety of transparent polypocket
A4 pages.
Dimensions: 11 x 12 5/8 x 2” (28 x 32 x 5cm)
Holds up to 40 of the pockets illustrated on pages 16-18.
ADPA - £12.95
Available in; Burgundy Red, Dark Blue, Cedar Green
or Black (colours match the Jumbo Album)
Extra wide dividers
Extra wide to allow them to extend beyond
the width of the pockets.
See page 18 for divider prices.			
See Page 15 for A4 Pocket Range.

Jumbo Photo Album (A4)
Padded A4 binder that holds up to 120 pages
using a good quality 4 ring mechanism and
clamping bar.

NAJUM - £15.95
Available in; Burgundy
Red, Dark Blue, Cedar
Green or Black

TIP: To get going with archiving your photographs
we recommend buying one of our Photo Pocket
Sample Packs on page 17.

NEW!

Library Album
A traditional looking A4 album
with a black grained finish and gold
embossing on the spine that may
be personalised with an optional
gold embossed self-adhesive label.
(Please supply the wording if you
order a label; limited to 3 lines of
10 characters each.)
The album has a sturdy four ring
mechanism which will hold up to
about 40 pocket pages. Labels
usually sent separately within 10
days of placing order.
Album - LALB - £17.45
Label - LBL - £1.75

NOTE: Pockets from pages 16, 17 & 18 will fit these albums, box binders and text binders.
14
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Photo Albums & A4 Storage Solutions

My History
Photo Box Binders
If you have hundreds of photographs that
just need to be archived then these simple
acid-free box binders are an excellent
solution. You may write a list of the
contents on the box cover and they are
stackable thus making them ideal where
photographs need to be catalogued and
stored safely for many years to come.
Perfect for holding our A4 photo
pocket pages (see pages 16 – 18).
Both binders are made from archive
quality acid-free board and fitted with
a 38mm 4 ring mechanism each box
will hold approximately 60 pockets.
The blue/grey binder has a 5% calcium
carbonate buffer to counteract any
airborne contamination.
Size: 13 x 11.5 x 2.5 inches 			
(330 x 290 x 60mm)
Brown archive quality board
MHPBB - £16.95
Blue/Grey board with
calcium carbonate buffer
PBB - £24.95

A4 Text Binders (Portrait)
Our A4 text binders and polypropylene pockets offer you an inexpensive
storage solution. The translucent polypropylene binder allows the user
to read the first page through the cover. Available in three different ring
sizes enabling you to choose the capacity to suit your needs. Although
they are not wide enough to accept dividers their low cost will allow you
to divide your papers into several different binders. Each binder is fitted
with a quality 4 ring mechanism.
A4 Text Binder - 15mm ring mechanism

TYA4B - £4.10

A4 Text Binder - 20mm ring mechanism

TYA4B - £4.30

A4 Text Binder - 30mm ring mechanism

TYA4B - £4.80

Please state size when ordering
NOTE: Pockets from pages 16, 17 & 18 will fit these albums, box binders and text binders.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Photo Albums & A4 Storage Solutions
A4 Photo Pocket Pages

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Do not confuse these products with the
cheaper PVC pockets available from high
street shops. PVC is not good for archiving
and should be avoided at all times.
Our album pages are made from inert,
(acid-free) clear polypropylene as used by
libraries and archiving departments.
The thickness of the material used to
make these pockets is also several times
thicker than ordinary pockets.

55/8”
(143mm)

All these pages will fit the following:
Photo Album, Jumbo Photo Album,
A3 Ring Binder, A4 & A3 Hold-Alls,
Photo Box Binders and Library Album.

Order 1 - 4 pages of 1 type

55p each

Order 5 - 24 pages of 1 type

50p each

Order 25 pages of 1 type

44p each

Order 100 pages of 1 type

42p each

113/4”
(298mm)

Photo Pocket Prices

PPC1*

81/2”
(215mm)

PPC2*

41/8”
(105mm)

81/2”
(215mm)

23/4”
(69mm)

PPC3V

PPC6*

23/4”
(69mm)

PPC6V

More pocket options on page 17
*Pages included in sample packs on page 17

16
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55/8”
(143mm)

PPC4*

41/8”
(105mm)

PPC8*

33/4”
(96mm)

33/4”
(96mm)
41/8”
(105mm)

41/8”
(105mm)

27/8”
(71mm)

PPC3*

PPC2V

55/8”
(143mm)

115/8”
(293mm)

115/8”
(293mm)

33/4”
(96mm)

NOTE: All our multi-punched pockets with 11
holes/slots fit 2, 3 or 4 ring mechanisms.

8¾”
(222mm)

23/4”
(69mm)

PPC9*

All our multi-punched pockets with 11 holes/slots fit
2, 3 or 4 ring mechanisms.

Photo Albums & A4 Storage Solutions

My History
A4 Photo Pocket Pages

ARCHIVE
SAFE

33/4”
(96mm)

17/8”
(48mm)

15/8”
(41mm)

Photo Pocket Sample Pack
Unsure what pages you need?
Why not buy a sample pack 		
of our most popular 		
pocket pages.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

21/8”
(53mm)

PPC20
33/4”
(96mm)

PPC15

21/8”
(53mm)

PPC12*

Sample Pack of 8 Photo Pockets
PPSP- £3.60
Sizes include: C1, C2, C3, C4, C6, C8, C9 & C12

PPNEG

Negative Pocket (Double Sided)
Perfect for storage of old 35mm negative strips.
Generally negatives will have fared better over time
than photographic prints so they are worth looking
after. This A4 archive safe pocket is perfect for use
in our photo albums. Holds strips of 5 images.
Stores 7 negative strips each side.
PPNEG (1-4) 65p each, (5-24) 50p each, 		
Pack of 25 £11.95, Pack of 50 £22.00

Magazine/Comic/Document Pocket

Sample Pack of 25 Photo Pockets
PPSP2- £11.00
Containing: 5 x PPC1, 5 x PPC2, 5 x PPC4, 2 x PPC3,
2 x PPC6, 2 x PPC8, 2 x PPC9, 2 x PPC12

Postcard Pockets
Four pocket, clear polypropylene pages.
Each pocket is 4¼“ (110mm) wide x 6” (150mm)
high and will accept postcards and photographs.
ARCHIVE
SAFE

Perfect for storing multiple A4 sheets in a single
pocket or A4 size items that are thicker than normal.
These are unpunched so very handy when you don’t
want to use a ring binder.
110-micron archive quality
glass clear acid free
polypropylene. Open top
with thumb cut on one
side. Dimensions - height
310 x width 235mm
OSA4SP Pack of (10) £2.95, 		
(25) £5.90, (50) £9.00, (100) £15.95

NEW!

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Overall page size including spine: 315 x 251mm
PP4 - 55p (Single Pocket)
See table (page 16) for quantity pricing.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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More A4 Binders and Pockets
ARCHIVE
SAFE

Ultra Clear A4 Portrait Text Pockets
A superb high quality A4 polypropylene acid-free pocket for storing
general computer printed papers. Not to be confused with our slightly
wider photograph storage pocket (PPC1) on page 16. Top opening.
Material thickness: 110 microns.
Pocket dimensions 211 x 300mm (A4)
TYA4UCP
Pack of (25) £6.65, (50) £12.50, (100) £22.75
For A4 Acid free paper, please see pages 28 & 29.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

A4 Document Pockets - Portrait (pack of 100)
These are a thin inexpensive polypropylene acid-free pocket supplied as
a safe alternative to the PVC non-archival pockets bought on the high
street that may harm your papers even in the short term. Top opening.
Material thickness: 60 microns. Pocket dimensions 211 x 300mm (A4)
TYA4UCEP - £13.85 (Pack of100)

A4 Acid-free Card Inserts
A safe backing for modern certificates or any fragile documents
where the extra thickness will help support and preserve.
Available in white, black and burgundy.
A4C - White (280 micron) Pack of (10) - £2.60 (25) - £5.20
ARCHIVE
SAFE

A4B - Black (350 micron) Pack of (10) - £4.40 (25) - £8.80
A4BG10 - Burgundy (300 micron) Pack of 10 - £4.95

A4 Extra Wide Dividers

ARCHIVE
SAFE

A choice of four different
divider sets to separate your
album into sections. All are
wide enough to allow the tabs
to extend out beyond the edge
of the photo pockets.

A4 Card Dividers
2 sets of 5 coloured A4DIV - £4.95
1 set of 5 white A4DIV-W - £2.95
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Multi-coloured Archive Safe
Polypropylene A4 Wide Dividers
2 sets of 5 A4DIVP5 - £3.95
1 set of 10 A4DIVP10 - £2.95

A4 Hold-All & 12” Square Inserts

My History
A4 Hold-All

Accommodates A4 portrait, A4 landscape and 12” square pockets. This briefcase style box is not only a good way
to display your family history but is also excellent for transporting by car or public transport due to its robustness.
The construction and material also help to keep out light that can damage your precious photographs.

•
•
•
•
•

A4 square format
Made from Acid Free polypropylene
Lightweight and sturdy
Lays flat when open
4 Ring Mechanism

• Holds up to 60 pockets
• Plastic Carry handle
• Size: 14.7 x 13 x 2 inches 		
(37.5 x 33 x 5.5cm)

Accepts any photo pockets from pages 16 & 17, landscape A4 pockets
– p11, A4 portrait pockets – p18 and the square pockets on this page.
HALBA4 - £23.50 - Red, Blue or Black (Supplied empty)

12” Square Pocket

Square Acid-free White Card

These fit any A3 folder
and both A3 and A4
hold-alls. Inert (acid-free)
polypropylene pocket
opening at side nearest
holes. Pocket dimensions
12 x 12 inches
(30.5 x 30.5cm).

Perfect for the pocket shown left. Use as 		
a safe backing for photos or to separate documents.
Dimensions 11.5 x 11.5 inches (29 x 29cm).
ARCHIVE
SAFE

SQP10 - £4.95 Pack of 10

12” Square Dividers
Set of 5 white card dividers to
fit the square hold-all on this
page only. Ideal for separating
photographs by family name.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

SQC10 - £3.90 Pack of 10

12” Inserts Pack
Pack contents:
• 10 x 12” square pockets – SQP10
• 10 x 12” square white cards – SQC10
• 1 Set of 5 square dividers – SQDIV
£11.95 - SAVE £2.20
Note: This pack is only available with the purchase of our binders.

SQDIV - £4.95

Archive Safe
Photo Corners
- Please see page 20.
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Photo Printing & Mounting

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Using short
lengths of this
almost invisible
strip. The photo
or document may
be removed just
by sliding it out
of the fixings.
Made from inert,
conservation
quality, glass-clear
polyester with an
acrylic adhesive.

‘V’ Mount

Photo Corners

A secure and safe way
to mount photographs.

High quality, archive-safe and self-adhesive. A great
way of safely mounting your favourite photos,
documents and memorabilia. Just slide two onto
opposite corners of your photo, remove the backing
and position on the page.

➙
➙

VM6 - £4.95 Pack of 6 x 8 inch strips

A4 Archival Quality Matt Finish
Photographic Paper
ARCHIVE

SAFE
Print your
photographs out
on this paper
knowing that you
are giving them
the best chance
of survival for the
next one hundred*
or more years. By
printing on paper you are ensuring that they will definitely
be available without relying on upgrading digital media
files every decade or worrying about keeping website
subscriptions up to date.

Size: A4, Finish: Matt, Paper weight: 230 gsm,
Archival standard: ISO 9706
*TIP: For your printer the original manufacturer inks are
considered to be the best quality. Don’t expect to use
cheap alternative ink supplies and get long lasting results.
APHPD
Pack of (25) £13.90, (50) £25.90, (100) £41.95
20
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Size: 32 x 32mm
and 44mm on
the open edge.
Available in packs
of 40 or 240.
PC32
Pack of (40) £2.50,
(240) £13.50

Roll-On Glue Dispenser
An archive safe, clean and simple way 		
to stick photographs into albums.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

The acid-free adhesive is laid down as a line of blue
dots and is non-permanent so that your photo may
be removed at any time. We recommend adhesive is
applied to the backing rather than the original photo.

RGD £8.95
Roll-On Glue Dispenser

GLDR £3.95
15m Refill

Acid-Free Micro Fiche Envelopes
Acid-free Microfiche
Envelopes.
Pack of 50 white
paper envelopes
that allow easy
storage of individual
microfiche.
Overall size:
108 x 156mm
AFME - £5.50
Pack of 50

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Document/Photo Cleaning and Repair

My History
Document Repair Kit &Tape

Paper Preservation Spray

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Protect important
newspaper clippings and
other papers that are at risk
of degrading due to the
poor paper used when they
were originally printed.
Non-toxic, non-flammable,
virtually odourless and very
quick drying. 30mg of
deacidification spray.
Full instructions supplied.
BK30ML - £13.95

Repair those torn certificates and other important
documents using this tape that has been approved by
professional conservators and archivists. Kit comes
complete with full instructions, 25mm wide x 3m
paper repair tape, 0.5m polyester repair tape and a
bone folder to burnish the tape.
Document repair kit DRK3 - £9.95
5m Pack of ‘paper’ repair tape only DRT5 - £4.50
5m Pack of ‘polyester’ repair tape only DRPT5 - £5.50

Cotton gloves
Your own personal gloves for use
when handling old documents
during archive visits and at home.
WCG - £1.95
Please state Medium or Large

Art Gum Eraser
A soft eraser that may be grated into crumbs
for brushing over old and fragile documents
to pick up surface dirt

Silica Gel Drying Beads
Use to dry out damp documents. This pack of Silica Gel
beads is invaluable if you come across documents, books
or photos that have not been stored in a dry place.
Just place the beads with the item to be dried in a sealed
bag (supplied) and watch the beads turn green.
Full instructions supplied including the easy drying process
to return the beads to their dry colour of orange.
SGDB - 100 gram pack £6.95

ERAG - £1.65

Staedtler Eraser

NEW!

One of the best erasers available. Use for removing
surface dirt and pencil marks provided paper is sound.

ERST - £1.65

www.myhistory.co.uk
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A3 Archive Storage Solutions
Introduction
Our A3 Hold-All and Binder systems give you a great deal more flexibility when it comes to presenting your
family history as they hold all our different pocket sizes thus enabling you to archive and display anything in size
up to an A3 landscape layout. This can be particularly useful when you wish to mix the A4 photo pocket pages
with A3 pockets and certificate pockets.

A3 Deluxe Ring Binders (accepts all sizes of pocket)

This deluxe padded binder holds A3 landscape, certificate, A4 portrait & photo polypockets to store family history
documents, mixing the pockets as required. Holds up to 40 archive pockets (80 documents). Lays flat when open.
High quality 4 ring mechanism and transparent label pocket on spine.
Dimensions: 19 x 12 ½ inches (48.5 x 32cm) approx.
A3 Pockets – Page 24
A3 Dividers – Page 24
A3 Cards
– Page 24
A3DB - £19.95 (Burgundy Red, Cedar Green, Dark Blue or Black)

A3 Economy Landscape Binder

Save money with this insert pack for the
A3 deluxe and economy landscape binders

A3 Inserts Pack - Small
x10

x10
If you have a lot of oversize documents such as 1911
printouts, plans or maps etc. then this inexpensive
binder may be just what you need. 4 ring mechanism.
Made from translucent polypropylene.
Dimensions: 13 ½ x 17 ½ inches (34.5 x 44cm)
TYA3BL - £9.95
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SET OF

Pack contents:
• 10 x A3 pockets – A3PL
• 10 x A3 white cards – A3C
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – A3D5
Buy the binders or A3 Hold-All on pages 22 &
23 and add this insert pack for an additional
£13.80(SAVES £2.00)

5

A3 Archive Storage Solutions

My History
A3 Family History Hold-All (accepts all sizes of pocket)
The Family History Hold-All is
an innovative way to store your
research. Carry your documents,
trees and loose paperwork around
safely without worrying about losing
anything. This briefcase style case is
not only a good way to display your
family history but is also excellent for
all that work in progress paperwork
that always seems to mount up.
The Hold-All has a carry handle and 4
ring binder mechanism that will hold
at least 50 pockets with card inserts
of any size from A5 up to A3. It is
made from acid-free polypropylene
and is strong enough for all uses.
The robust hold-alls are excellent for
transporting your valuable material
away from home as they provide
added protection in the boot of a car
or on public transport.

• Made from Acid Free polypropylene
• Lightweight
• Lays flat when open
• 4 Ring Mechanism
• Holds 50-80 pockets
• Plastic Carry handle
• Colours: Red, Black and Dark Blue

A3 Inserts Pack - Large

• Size: 20 x 12.5 x 2 inches 		
(51 x 32 x 5.4cm)
• Other uses: Will hold 		
a deluxe certificate binder
HALL - £25.95
(Red, Dark Blue & Black)
Note: Supplied empty

12” Inserts Pack

x10

x10

x10

SET OF

x10

5

SET OF

5

Pack contents:
• 25 x A3 pockets – A3PL
• 25 x A3 white cards – A3C
• 1 Set of 5 dividers – A3D5
Buy a binder or A3 Hold-All on pages 22 & 23
and add this insert pack for an additional £22.70
(SAVES £4.00)

Pack contents:
• 10 x 12” square pockets – SQP10
• 10 x 12” square white cards – SQC10
• 1 Set of 5 square dividers – SQDIV
Buy one of the binders on pages 22 & 23 and
add this insert pack for an additional £11.95
(SAVES £2.20)

More Pockets for the Binder & Hold-All – Mixed Pockets Pack
MPPA3 - £9.95

Pack contents:
• 4 x Certificate Pocket
• 4 x A4 Portrait Pocket(PPC1)

• 4 x Landscape Pocket
• 4 x A3 Landscape Pocket
• 4 x A5 Pocket

www.myhistory.co.uk
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A3 Landscape Pockets, Card & Dividers
A3 Polypockets (Landscape)
ARCHIVE
SAFE

Extra pockets for the A3 Hold-All & A3 Binder.
Use for safe long-term storage of larger documents
such as newspaper pages, family tree printouts,
wills and extra large photos etc. Made from inert,
clear polypropylene these pockets do not need to be
removed from the binder mechanism to insert
or remove documents. Opens at short binding edge.
Pocket dimensions 42 x 30cm (16½ x 11¾ inches)
A3PL
Pack of (10) £6.45, (25) £12.90, 		
(50) £24.00, (100) £47.00

Suggestion: Print a descendant chart across two A4 sheets of paper and place them inside an A3 pocket side
by side. Then you can put any documents and certificates for the people in the tree in smaller pockets behind
the tree layout. Don’t forget you may also use our A4 photo pockets in both the A3 storage systems shown.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

A3 Acid-free Card Inserts
A safe backing for certificates, photographs etc.
This white 280 micron (black 350 micron), (postcard
thickness) acid free card is cut to fit inside the
certificate pockets.
Size: 42 x 29.7cm (16½ x 11 ¾ inches) approx.
A3C - £4.45 Pack of 10 WHITE (280 micron)
A3B - £7.80 Pack of 10 BLACK (350 micron)
A3BG - £7.50 Pack of 10 BURGUNDY (300 micron)

A3 Dividers
Divide your pages into
family groups, births,
marriages etc. Set of 5
tabbed white dividers.

A3D5 - £4.90
Tip: Use the set of
dividers to split your
archived documents by
family name.

Tip: You can also use the acid free card for mounting photographs using the ‘V’ Mount or Corners on Page 20.

A3 Economy Pockets – Landscape
These pockets are made from archive-safe polypropylene of 60 microns
thickness. Whilst thinner than our standard pockets (above) they still provide
an excellent storage solution for your documents. Opening is on the top edge.
Dimensions: 42 x 30cm
A3 sized pockets & dividers on this page fit into:

TYA3PL Pack of (25) - £10.95, (100) - £34.95
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A3 Landscape Binders – Page 22
A3 Hold-All – Page 23

A3 Portrait Binders and Pockets

My History
A3 Deluxe Portrait Binder
Now you can mix and match A3
Portrait and A4 portrait pockets
for your family history. It’s perfect
for old maps, newspapers and A3
prints, especially A3 printouts of
the 1939 Register.
This padded binder looks good
and feels good. Holds up to about
50 pockets allowing archival
storage of 100 documents or
photographs. You will need to
order the polypockets (below) to
go inside and card (page 24) for
insertion in the pockets to both
stiffen them and to act as backing.
Dimensions: 38.5 x 44.5 x 4.5cm
(15 x 17.5 x 1.75 inches approx.)

PA3D - £19.95
(Burgundy Red, Blue,		
Cedar Green or Black)

A3 Economy Portrait Binder

If you have a lot of oversize documents such as wills,
pedigrees or maps etc. then this inexpensive binder may
be just what you need. The A3 portrait pockets allow
the insertion of an Alan Godfrey map folded in half.
4 ring mechanism. Made from translucent polypropylene.
Dimensions: 13 ½ x 17 ½ inches (34.5 x 44cm)
TYA3B - £9.95
For A3 Acid-Free paper, please see
page 35. For A3 Acid-Free card 		
(black or white), see page 24.

A3 Portrait Pockets

Use for storing oversize documents such as wills, maps,
newspaper pages with the confidence that you are
giving them many more years of life in high quality
archive-safe polypropylene. Two thicknesses of material
available. Both pockets open on the top edge.
60 micron TYA3P - Pack of (25) £10.95, (100) £34.95
110 micron A3PQ - Pack of (10) £7.50, (25) £15.00,
(50) £28.00, (100) £53.00

Mixed Pocket Sample Pack - A3 Portrait
• 4 x A3 Portrait
• 4 x A4 Portrait (PPC1)
• 4 x A4 Landscape

• 4 x Square Pocket
• 4 x PPC4 Photo Pocket
MPPA3-P - £11.95

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Archiving and Storage Materials
A5 Deluxe Journal Storage Binder

Keep all those family history society journals (and this catalogue) in order and tidy with our A5 binders and
journal spines. Will also hold A5 polypockets. Note: Supplied empty.
A5F - £11.95 (Available in Burgundy Red or Dark Blue)

A5 Journal Holders

A5 Pocket
Ideal for displaying
A5 size photos in the
portrait orientation.
Fits all our Binders and
Family History Hold-Alls.
Made from inert
(acid-free) polypropylene
that will not harm the
contents.
Material thickness: 		
110 microns.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Fits all binders on
pages: 5-23, 27
These will fit any binder although their main use
is for the A5 binder shown above.
BHA5 - £1.95 Pack of 4

A5 Polypropylene Binder
This binder is an inexpensive way of storing
A5 pockets or society journals. Quality 2 ring
(D shape) mechanism. 2 capacities available;
15mm and 25mm ring mechanism.
Translucent cover.
Dimensions: h-229mm, w-201mm
TYA5P - £2.95 15mm capacity
TYA5P - £3.25 25mm capacity
(Please state size when ordering)
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A5P - Pack of (10) £1.90, (25) £3.80, (100) £11.95

Archive Storage Boxes

My History
Polypropylene Medal Box
A compact way to store
medals in this archive-safe
medal box specifically made
for medal storage.
The all-in-one box and lid
allow the contents to show
through the case. Supplied
with wadding to hold
medals and ribbon in place.

NEW!
ARCHIVE
SAFE

Standard Acid-Free Storage Boxes
You can now store all your family history documents
in archive quality storage boxes at a sensible price
knowing that you are providing them with the best
chance of survival for generations to come.
ARCHIVE
SAFE

Size 8 x 5 x 1 inches
(200 x 125 x 25mm)
MBPP - £4.50

Archive Medal Storage
Specifically designed for
storage of up to 5 medals
and supplied with archive
wadding to keep them safe.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Size 8 x 5 x 1 inches
(200 x 125 x 25mm)
MHAB0805 - £4.50

Deluxe Acid-Free Storage Boxes
Protect magazines,
books and other three
dimensional items. These
boxes with hinged lid
design allow easy access
and the metal edges
give them extra stacking
strength. Buffered with
3% calcium carbonate
for an alkaline reserve
to protect the contents
against migrant acidity
and atmospheric sulphur.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

The My History range of
archive storage boxes are
made from double sided
Kraft Lined acid-free/pH
neutral board and with
the double thickness
ends stitched with brass
wire they are ideal for
stacking.
MHAB - Standard Brown Box
(Please state size when ordering)
8” Clamshell Archive Box - £7.95
Size: 8.5 x 6.25 x 3 inches (220 x 160 x 80mm)
12” Clamshell Archive Box - £8.95
Size: 12.25 x 9 x 3.25 inches (310 x 230 x 83mm)

CSB - Deluxe Grey Box

13” Clamshell Archive Box - £8.95
Size: 13 x 11.5 x 2.5 inches (330 x 290 x 60mm)

8” Clamshell Archive Box - £10.50
Size: 8.63 x 6.25 x 3 inches (219 x 159 x 76mm)

15” Clamshell Archive Box - £9.95
Size: 15.25 x 10.25 x 3.25 inches (390 x 260 x 86mm)

12” Clamshell Archive Box - £11.95
Size: 12.25 x 9 x 3 inches (311 x 229 x 76mm)

17” Clamshell Archive Box - £12.95
Size: 17 x 11.25 x 3.5 inches (435 x 290 x 88mm)

15” Clamshell Archive Box - £13.95
Size: 15 x 10 x 3 inches (387 x 260 x 76mm)
17” Clamshell Archive Box - £17.95
Size: 17.25 x 11.5 x 3.125 inches (438 x 292 x 76mm)

Quantity discount prices available on our website or by
telephone. We may be able to make other sizes depending
on demand. Please email: sales@myhistory.co.uk with 		
your requirements.
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Archive Storage Boxes
Deep Archival Boxes

10” Deep Archive Box & Lid (Brown)

Extra deep archive storage boxes, perfect for
preserving memorabilia. The lids are 1/3 the depth of
the box except the 15” box where it is full depth to
make these boxes extra strong for stacking.

Archive loose photographs, CDs, DVDs and other
memorabilia safely in our sturdy 10” deep archival
photo box. Store all those family photos that have
built up in our families since the 1950s when many 		
of us got our first cameras. Snug fitting half depth lid.

Made from the same materials as our standard
storage boxes opposite.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

• Made from double
sided Kraft Lined
acid-free/pH neutral
board

NEW!

• Double thickness
on the ends
making them
ideal for stacking
• Stitched with brass
wire that won’t rust
MHABSB - £11.50

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Dimensions: length 9.75” x width 6.25” x depth 6.25”
(250 x 160 x 160mm)
Also Available, polypropylene dividers to fit this box
Length ways SBDIVLONG - £2.50
Width ways SBDIVSHORT - £2.50

15” Deep Archive Box with Lid
MHAB151007 - £12.95
Size: 15.25 x 10.25 x 5 inches (390 x 260 x 125mm)

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Deep Acid-free Archival Storage Box
These light grey clamshell design storage boxes
are good for storing extra valuable artefacts as the
board used in manufacture also contains a 4%
calcium carbonate buffer for further protection.
Size: 15 x 10.5 x 3 ¾” (382 x 266 x 94mm)
DASB15 - £15.95

NEW!

17” Deep Archive Box with Lid
MHAB171206 - £16.50
Size: 17.5 x 12.5 x 5.75 inches (445 x 320 x 145mm)
Quantity discount prices available on our website or by
telephone. We may be able to make other sizes depending
on demand. Please email: sales@myhistory.co.uk with 		
your requirements.
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ARCHIVE
SAFE

Archive Storage

My History
Large Self-adhesive Label Holder

Archive Box Labels

A pack of 5 label holders of archive quality and
archive quality white card. Label your boxes to make
identification easy in years to come. The white card
is easily inserted into the label holder and may be
changed if required.

Stop relatives throwing away your precious research.
Use these labels to highlight items that could be
mistakenly thrown away by relatives or friends when
helping with a ‘clear-out’. This pack contains three
sheets of archival quality labels.

NEW!

Pack Includes:
• 20 Assorted labels (2 sheets of 10)
• 50 x Smaller labels “DO NOT THROW AWAY” 		
(with ‘do not dispose’ symbol)

Dimensions:
60 x 110mm

ABL - £3.95

BOXLABX5 - £2.00

Archive-safe Removeable Tabs
Handy tabs for writing on
and attaching to books,
pockets and anything else
where temporary tabs
may be useful. Supplied
as a set of 60 tabs
(5 colours, 12 of each)

NEW!

TABSET1 Pack of 60 - £3.50

Slim Binder Spine Label Holder
Self-adhesive label folders to
make identification easy in
years to come. Supplied with
pre-cut acid-free white card
which is easily inserted into
the label holder and may be
changed if required. Holder
and card are both archive-safe.
Dimensions: 25 x 105mm

NEW!

LABHOLSM Pack of 12 - £3.25

Archival Polyester Wadding

Stainless Steel Staples
Replace old rusty staples with Stainless steel ones to
prevent rust marks damaging paper that you wish to
keep stapled together.
Size: 24/6 (Fits most standard staplers)
STPL - Pack of (100) £2.95
(500) £11.95

NEW!

Perfect for protecting
valuable items in our storage
boxes. Use to separate
fragile items or stop artefacts
from moving around in the
box. Easy to cut with scissors
this wadding is soft but does
not fragment or fall apart in
use. pH neutral.
18”(450mm) wide,
18mm thick (approx.)

ARCHIVE
SAFE

WAD 1m - £1.75, 2m - £3.20, 5m - £7.50

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Archiving and Storage Materials
Archive Quality Self-Adhesive Labels
For long term applications where longevity is important.
Designed to meet the most stringent standards required by
conservation organisations this label is far superior to the usual
labels available elsewhere.
Use with any type of computer printer or acid-free pen. 		
Made from 100% cotton fibre, acid-free, calcium carbonate
buffered and stable acrylic based adhesive for good adhesion 		
to most surfaces. Natural white (slightly cream).
AFLAB - £2.95

16 x 48mm (72 per A4 sheet)

AFLAB1 - £2.95

38 x 31mm (45 per A4 sheet)

AFLAB2 - £2.95

32 x 63mm (27 per A4 sheet)

Acid-free Stickers for Working Charts

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Not shown actual size

Self-Adhesive Label Holder
This high quality label holder is archive safe and has
an adhesive that is very reliable over a long period
of time, even when applied to plastic folders.
We have been testing this product for a number
of years before offering it for sale so we know it is
good. Use it on our archive boxes (pages 26 - 27)
or any of our binders or hold-alls that do not have
built-in label holders. Accepts labels 100 x 30mm.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Use these optional pre-printed self-adhesive stickers
to guide you with your writing or to highlight
important people in your tree. Made from cotton
these are proper archive quality, acid-free labels so
they will stay permanently on the paper over a long
period of time. (see page 43 for working charts)
Size: 38 x 31mm (45 per sheet) - Cream.
AFLAB1PR Pack of 2 sheets £3.50

Not shown actual size
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Pack of 12 holders, acid free card and 		
black archive pen. LABHOLPK - £4.80
Pack of 12 holders and white cards LABHOL - £3.50

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Archiving and Storage Materials

My History
Cotton Tying Ribbon
An unbleached,
narrow cotton tape
specifically designed
for tying up bundles
of documents,
archive boxes and
books. Supplied as a
10m length or a roll
of 50m.

A4 Accessories Holder
ARCHIVE
SAFE

CTTP - £3.95/10m
or £14.95/50m

A4 envelope pocket
with press stud
fastening made from
acid free polypropylene.
Ideal for storing loose
items securely. Will fit
the A3 and A4 HoldAlls, A3 Binder and the
Photo/Memorabilia and
Jumbo Albums.
Also ideal for holding
those few items that
you are allowed to take
into the archives.

Tissue Paper
A pack of 25 sheets - acid-free tissue paper for
storage of anything 3-dimensional.
Use for clothes,
diaries and
any other
memorabilia
from your
ancestors that
you wish to
preserve.

AHA4 - £1.40

A4 Storage Wallets
Very similar to the
above but has the
capacity to hold items
up to 25mm thick
such as old fashioned
photo albums and
other memorabilia.
Top opening.
AHA4HC - £1.90

TP25 - Pack of 25 sheets £2.95,
- Pack of 480 sheets £29.95
Sheet size: 50 x 75cm

Brass Paper Clips
Recommended for long
term storage as they
don’t rust and leave
those horrible brown rust
marks at the top of the
page. These brass paper
clips are not be confused
with the brass coated
steel ones available on
the high street.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

4 Hole Punch
We have been asked many times for this and at long
last we have found a reliable and reasonably priced
four hole punch. Fully adjustable for hole spacing and
easily punches up to 12 sheets of A4 paper at a time.
4HAP - £9.95

BPCH - £3.60

Archive Safe Photo Corners

Bag of 90 brass

- Please see page 20.
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Family Tree Software

Family Historian
Record everything you find out about the people in your tree including family stories and other snippets of
information. This easy to use software allows you to add everybody including 2nd marriages, adopted parents
and more. A modern professional program from a UK software developer, Family Historian has some excellent
features such as its ability to let you select images of individuals from family photos for use in the tree.
Recommended for beginners and professionals.
Focus Screen
This window makes Family Historian easy to use,
allowing the user to navigate up and down their
tree with ease.
Four different tabs on the focus screen allow
you to view:i) Spouses and Children of particular individual,
ii) Parents and Siblings of an individual,
iii) Ancestors and
iv) Descendants
The right hand panel for data entry is
customisable allowing the user to decide what
fields appear on screen.
Charts, Diagrams and Smart Trees
Instantly create Ancestor, Descendant, Hourglass
and Everyone diagrams, as well as Family Historian's
unique All Relatives diagrams.

Share your research
Family Historian lets you share your research with
others using not just charts but also websites, family
tree CDs, reports and more...

Diagrams are tightly integrated and used for browsing,
exploring and editing – as well as for creating superb
wall charts. All diagrams are fully adjustable and
images of individuals are easily included. You may
also add as many extra images and additional text
boxes as required.

Smart Trees give you great control over your charts.
Creating websites is easy with the website wizard.
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Family Tree Software

My History
Reports
Family Historian comes with 28 fully-featured and
highly-configurable reports, including narrative
reports. A wide choice of options are provided
for the display of pictures (and captions) and also
sources. Creating superb and stylish websites
to display your family tree is easy using Family
Historian’s powerful website wizard. Or, just as
easily, you can create your own family tree CDs to
give to family members.

Pictures and multimedia
With Family Historian, not only can you add as many pictures
as you like for each person, you can also add a picture once
and then link it to each person in the picture. You can even
link each person to their own face in the picture

Link each person to their own face in any picture
Family Historian’s support for Sources is Second to None
- letting you keep detailed records of the sources of your
information, and the location of these source documents
(repositories). You can even store images of sources 		
(e.g. scanned images of documents).
Customer Comments
Easily find people in your tree
The records view allows you to sort people in
name, birth date, death date or birth place order
etc to make it easy to find people in your tree.

“Family Historian is the
best family history software
available. I’ve used it since
version 2 and still happy.”
- Robert MB 7 Jan 2015

“Excellent program have
used previous editions and it
just gets better.”
- James RP 20 January 2015

For a much more comprehensive list of features visit our
website www.my-history.co.uk
CPFH6 - £36.85 Family Historian v6
Requires: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7, 8 or 10 OS.
Please see website for current version. Upgrade also available.

Getting the most from Family Historian 6
Written by the creator of Family
Historian, and incorporating
more than 130 screenshots and
illustrations, this book covers
all the features of the program,
from basic to advanced. Over
235 pages. NOTE: This is a
completely new book and is not
an updated version of previous
books for this program.
Easy indexing of all the people in your tree

FH6PB - £14.95
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Family Tree Software

Family Tree Maker
Family Tree Maker is one of the most popular
programs used by genealogists all over the world.
The program works closely with Ancestry.co.uk
therefore making it a great choice for complete
beginners who wish to take advantage of feature
that allows the downloading of ancestor information
directly into their family tree within the program.
Family Tree Maker makes it easier than ever to
discover your family story, preserve your legacy
and share your unique heritage. If you’re new to
family history, you’ll appreciate how this intuitive
program lets you easily grow your family tree with
simple navigation, tree-building tools, and integrated
Web searching. If you’re already an expert, you can
dive into the more advanced features, options for
managing data, and a wide variety of chart reports.
The end result is a family history that you and your
family will treasure for years to come!
Key product features
• Quickly and easily build your family tree
• Update your tree on the go with FamilySyncTM*
• Enhance your trees with charts, reports, 		
photos and more...
• View family history timelines and interactive maps
• Includes digital version of the Companion Guide
*Requires an account with Ancestry.co.uk

MAC or Windows PC
This latest version will upgrade any older version* of
Family Tree Maker. The single user licence allows you
to install it on any computer that belongs to you and
that includes both the Windows and Mac operating
systems. The DVD and USB media are supplied with
the program for both operating systems.
Available on DVD or USB stick by post from My
History. Please check online for latest release and
prices. Visit www.my-history.co.uk/ftm 		
Requires Windows 7/8/10 operating system,
or MacOS 10.9 or later.
Please visit our website www.my-history.co.uk
for full details of what this software can do for you.
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*If you are upgrading from versions 1,2,3 or 4 then please
contact us for instructions.

Family Tree Software

My History
Why use Family Tree Maker when
you have a perfectly good account
on Ancestry.co.uk?
An online family tree at Ancestry is how many people
get going with their family tree research and it can
work well until you wish to start printing reports and
charts to give out to family members. The online
facilities for creating printed reports and wall charts
either don’t exist or are extremely limited in what they
can do. There can also be problems with online trees
where people in the tree get duplicated. This can be
down to errors that occur when a user deletes people
in the tree that have other relatives attached or simply
tries to delete a person with children in a marriage
where the wrong partner has been attached. Online
these errors are not easy to spot and the greater the
number of people in the tree the greater the chance
of mistakes creeping in.
By purchasing the Family Tree Maker program you will
be able to manage your tree much more efficiently
and have more control over your data plus it will
reduce the requirement of paying for a continuous
Ancestry subscription just to be able to access the
source images linked to your file. The program
will download everything attached to your tree for
permanent use on your Windows or Mac computer.
Here is a quick overview of just four facilities that you
get with the program that are not available online:
Function

Online

With FTM

Create and modify charts
prior to printing.

✗

✓

Retain images of sources
such as census returns or
other original documents
without having to keep up
a subscription to Ancestry

✗

✓

Retain complete privacy
of the data in your tree by
keeping it on your own
computer hard drive.

✗

✓

✗

✓

Create books

Where to Record It: 				
In Family Tree Maker
A quick guide to
entering information
about your family into
the new Family Tree
Maker program.
This booklet explains
in just 24 pages
where to enter
records from Birth,
Marriage and Death
certificates including
how to record them
as sources.
WRFTM11 - £3.95

So you are totally new to 		
NEW!
Family Tree Maker 2017
The author John Donaldson has been writing about
Family Tree Maker for 20 years and this 50 page
booklet is intended for the absolute novice (whether
Windows or Mac) to get started in Family Tree Maker.
The book takes
the user through
installation,
registration plus
setting up new family
files, or importing
new files. Extensive
use is made of screen
shots to assist the
user to understand
what he or she is
seeing on the screen
UTP0371 - £ 7.50
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Publishing

Publishing Your Family History

At My History we are always looking for ways to make
your life easier when it comes to sharing your family
history research with others. We know how tedious
it is sticking lots of pieces of paper together to make
a chart or printing and photocopying many pages of
work in order to pass on knowledge to others in the
family.

quality rolled up chart as a present to someone else in
the family. What better way to pass on your work for
others to treasure in future years.

There is always a feeling that there is more work to be
done but at the same time wouldn’t it be wonderful
to give a beautifully bound copy of your work or a

On the following pages we offer; pre-printed charts
for you to fill in, our chart printing service, springback
binders and our new ‘print & bind’ book publishing.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Do something today; don’t just leave your work to
chance for descendants to stumble across in digital
format.

A4 Archive Quality Permanent Paper
(Acid-Free)
You can print your family tree information including photographs
onto this paper knowing it has been guaranteed by the
manufacturer for 200 years. Suitable for use in both inkjet and
laser jet printers, and of course you may also write on it.
This paper goes one better than Acid-free paper. It conforms to
a particular set of standards such as pH level, alkaline reserve
(calcium carbonate equivalent), tear resistance and resistance
to oxidation. It is the alkaline reserve that helps the paper resist
contamination from external sources over the years.
AQP
90gsm Paper - Pack of (25) £1.75, (100) £5.95, (500) £16.95
100gsm Paper - Pack of (25) £2.50, (100) £6.95, (500) £18.95

Tip: If you are putting white paper behind photographs or documents in our A4 pages on p16/18 then we strongly
recommend that you also use this type of paper to preserve anything that is intended to be kept for generations.
We also sell:
Archival Quality Matt Finish Photographic Paper
- A high quality photographic paper for anyone wishing
to reprint old photographs (see page 20).
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Archive Quality Self-Adhesive Labels - In 3 sizes made
from 100% cotton fibre suitable for printers and acid-free
pens. Please see our website for details (see page 30).

Publishing

My History
A4 Archive Quality Permanent
Cream Paper (Acid-free) - 100gsm

A4 Archive Quality Parchment Paper
(Acid-free) - 90gsm

Made to the same standard
as our other permanent
paper (see page 36).
Use with laser or ink-jet
printers, or you could just
write on it.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

AQCP
Pack of (25) £2.25,
(100) £6.50,
(500) £18.95

Looks and feels the part for printing
family history reports. This paper
has a pleasant textured feel to it
and looks good when used for
mainly text based documents. If you
are including photographs in your
reports then we recommend our
100gsm white paper on page 36.
ARCHIVE
SAFE

PARP
Pack of (25) £4.50,
(100) £15.95

A3 Acid-Free Archive Quality Paper
Now that the prices of A3 printers are more affordable we are
getting more requests for our A3 paper. This is the same quality as
our other papers and is ideal for use in our A3 pockets to display
sections of your family tree etc.
A3P
ARCHIVE
SAFE

Wide Format Paper Rolls

90gsm - Pack of (25) £3.25, (100) £9.95, (500) £27.95
120gsm - Pack of (25) £5.25, (100) £15.50, (500) £46.95

Have you ever wanted paper larger than A3 and had to resort to the
back of an old wall paper roll? You may now buy acid-free paper in rolls
17 or 36 inches wide and up to 20ft in length (61cm/90cm x 6m) for
handwriting your family tree. Supplied rolled in a card tube. 		
Paper weight 120gsm.
Product Ref: WFPR
Length/Width

ARCHIVE
SAFE

2 metres
4 metres
6 metres

17 inch (42cm)

24 inch (61cm)

36 inch (91cm)

£3.95
£6.95
£9.95

£4.95
£8.95
£12.95

£5.95
£10.95
£14.95

Acid-Free Card - Please see pages 18 & 24 for our A4 and A3 acid-free card in various colours.

Publishing Acid-Free Pens
These pens are ideal for writing on our charts and
all new paper. This is a ballpoint pen offering super
smooth writing coupled with quick drying, non-fade
ink. What is more the ink is water resistant and archive
safe (acid-free). Available in Black, Blue, Red or green.

ARCHIVE
SAFE

G2PEN - £2.95 (please state colour)
G2-SET4 - £9.95 Set of 4 colours

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Print & Bind Book Publishing
Family Tree Book Pages
We have been asked many times over the years to sell
books for you to write up your family details. We have
now published some A4 Family Tree Book pages for
you to use and then insert into a binder. These pages
are supplied on acid-free paper although you may

photocopy them for your own use and we will supply
a voucher to use at www.twrcomputing.co.uk
where you may download printable versions or
templates. These pages work extremely well in our
springback binder shown at the bottom of the page.

Page designs in the collection include:
• Title page
• Contents page
• Family Record sheet
• Individual Narrative sheet
• Photo page
• Census Records page
• Source Record page
• Index page
• Left and right pedigree charts
Pages have:
• Spaces for vital information
• Cross referencing to page numbers.
• Links to source pages.
• Space for notes.
• Links for multiple marriages.
• Continuation sheets.
• Links up and down generations.

FTBP30W 30 page starter pack on white 100gsm paper - £9.95
FTBP30C 30 page starter pack on cream 100gsm paper - £10.95
FTBP30P 30 page starter pack on 90gsm parchment paper - £12.95
See pages 53-56 for Springback Binders.

Refill packs are available at www.myhistory.co.uk
If you are printing your own pages we strongly recommend the use of our acid free papers on pages 36 & 37.

Family Tree Journal
The perfect way to record your family history whilst
out on the road doing research or visiting family.
This 52-page folder, based on our Family Tree Book
pages above is supplied in a compact tough binder.
All pages are printed on our 100 gsm archival paper.
Binder dimensions: 169mm x 142mm x 41mm Spine.
Pack contains:
• 1 x Title page
• 2 x Contents page
• 20 x Family Record page / continuation page
• 18 x Individual Record page / continuation page
• 3 x Census Records page
• 4 x Source Record page
• 3 x Index page
• 3 x Notes pages
• 1 x Polypropylene 4 ring binder
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NEW!
Journal Pages and Binder FTJ - £14.95
Full set of refill pages FTJP - £9.95
Set of 3 Pedigree charts FTJCRT - £3.75
Other refill pages available online.

Blank Family Tree Charts

My History
5 and 6 Generation Family Charts

These five or six generation pedigree charts will make an attractive gift when filled out with a name, parents,
grandparents, g-grandparents and g-g-grandparents etc.

5 Generation Chart
Approximate size:
42 x 30cm (A3)

6 Generation Chart
Approximate size:
32 x 17 inches (81 x 43cm)

BC5G - £2.50 (2), £5.00 (5),
		
£12.50 (25)

BC6G - £3.95 (1), £7.00 (2), £16.25 (5) , £30.00 (10)

Family Tree Charts Pack
A set of 6 genealogy charts
for you to record your
family tree and genealogy
information.
Pack contains six charts
rolled in a single tube
including:
• 1 x 1 metre Working
Chart - See page 41
• 1 x 10 Generation Double
Chart (coloured version)
- See page 39
• 2 x Five Generation Family
Chart - See this page
• 2 x Six Generation
Pedigree chart
- see page 40
CHPK2 - £16.95

Note: We recommend our acid-free pens for writing on all of these charts - See page 37 & 41.
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Blank Family Tree Charts
8 Generation Pedigree Charts
These seven or eight generation pedigree charts will allow you
to write in up to 255 individual names including marriage details
and there will still be space for you to include other facts that you
have about your ancestors.
All paper charts are printed on acid-free paper.
8 Generation Chart
Approximate size:
23¼ x 33¼ inches (59.5 x 84cm)
Product Ref: TC8G
120gsm paper
£4.95 (Qty 1), £8.90 (Qty 2)
120gsm paper (Coloured Boxes)
£5.95 (Qty 1), £10.90 (Qty 2)
Canvas (Coloured Boxes)
£9.95 (Qty 1), £17.90 (Qty 2)

Compact 8 Generation Chart
Approximate size:
23 x 16.5 inches (42 x 60cm)
Product Ref: CTC8G
120gsm white paper
£3.95 (Qty 1), £5.00 (Qty 2)
120gsm paper (Coloured Boxes)
£3.95 (Qty 1), £5.00 (Qty 2)
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Detail

Blank Family Tree Charts

My History
10 Generation Double Chart

This chart is sometimes known as a bow tie chart due to the shape. Your father’s ancestry spreads out to the
left and your mothers to the right with you in the middle plus room for your children in a further box below you.
Available in 90gsm or 120gsm paper or on canvas.
Size: 36 x 24 inches (92 x 61cm)

Detail

10GENDC - 120gsm paper
£5.95 (Qty 1), £9.90 (Qty 2)

10GENDC - 120gsm paper
(Coloured Boxes)
£7.95 (Qty 1), £13.90 (Qty 2)

8 Generation Fan Chart

10GENDC - Canvas 			
(Coloured Boxes)
£11.95 (Qty 1), £21.90 (Qty 2)

Fine Writer Pen
Ideal for writing in small spaces, this high-quality black
acid-free pen with a tip size of just 0.1mm allowing
you to write very finely. Particular useful with our 10,
6 & 7 Generation charts and our Family Tree Journal
where space is limited.
Archival quality, Acid-free & Lightfast (non-fade).
FWPEN - £2.95

NEW!

Attractive Eight Generation Fan Chart for recording
your ancestors up to your 5x great grandparents.
Size: 36 x 17 inches
8GENFAN - £4.95 (Qty 1) £7.90 (Qty 2)

ARCHIVE
SAFE
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Blank Family Tree Charts
A3 Six Generation Pedigree Chart
Write up your ancestors onto this
compact chart for easy storage
or publication. Use the chart to
record up to six generations of
ancestors and store it in an A3
pocket or folded to fit into one
of our springback binders
(see pages 53 - 56). Room for 		
5 siblings of the root person.
Space for references for follow 		
on charts if you get back more
than six generations.
Printed on 120gsm white or 90gsm
‘parchment’ paper.
Size: A3 - 11.7 x 16.5 inches (29.7 x 42cm).

Rolled
A3PED6-S - White Paper - Pack of (2) £2.50 (5) £5.00
120gsm Paper (coloured boxes) - Pack of (2) £2.50 (5) £5.00
A3PED6-P - Parchment Paper - Pack of (2) £4.00 (5) £7.50
Folded for Binders (see page 55)

A3 Compact 7 Generation Chart
Space for the root person plus five siblings
and then six generations of their ancestors
all on an A3 size sheet. Coloured boxes.
Not suitable for use in springback binders
due to narrow margins.
A3PED7 - Pack of (2) £2.50, (5) £5.00

Sticker Charts
A2 Ancestor Sticker Chart

A2 Ancestor Six Generation Bow Tie Sticker Chart

With five generations and boxes for five siblings on
the first row of the tree, this makes a great chart for
giving away to brothers and sisters as you may include
them, your parents, grandparents, great grandparents
and gt. gt. grandparents.
Size: A2 - 17” x 24” (43 x 61cm). 		
Supplied with two sheets of stickers.

Attractive Bow Tie 6 Generation Ancestor chart that
is really easy to use. Father’s details go to the left and
Mother’s to the right.
Size: A2 - 17” x 24” (43 x 61cm). 		
Supplied with two sheets of stickers.

STCHA5 - £7.95
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STCHA6 - £7.95

Printing Your Family Tree

My History
Working Charts
We have spent considerable time getting
this idea just right for customers who wish
to write up their family tree by hand. It will
be especially useful where there is a desire to
show siblings and their descendants on the
chart as there are no predetermined family
structures thus allowing you to add any
number of siblings to a family. Works best for
‘descendant’ or ‘all-relatives’ charts.
Printed with feint lines and boxes that are
un-noticed when the chart is filled in with
pencil or ink pen. There are 22 boxes per
linear metre on each row of the chart. When
considering the length of chart required
you will need to think about the number of
children in each generation that you wish to
record. We also advise leaving at least one
box space between families to make the chart
easier to follow. Each box is 38 x 30mm.
Supplied with mini sticky notes and
instructions to help you plan your chart.
Two heights of chart available; 24 inch 10 generations or 33 inch - 14 generations.
Ordering longer lengths and cutting to the
length required will save you money.

Product Ref: WORKCRT
10 gen (24”)
1 metre chart - £4.95
3 metre chart - £9.95
5 metre chart - £14.95
10 metre chart - £23.95

14 gen (33”)
1 metre chart - £6.95
3 metre chart - £13.95
5 metre chart - £19.95
10 metre chart - £30.95

We recommend our acid-free pens
for writing on these charts (see below).

Acid-free Stickers for Working Charts

Optional Stickers
(See below).

Chart Writer Pen
ARCHIVE
SAFE

ARCHIVE
SAFE

Use these optional pre-printed self-adhesive stickers
to guide you with your writing or to highlight
important people in your tree. Made from cotton
these are proper archive quality, acid-free labels so
they will stay permanently on the paper over a long
period of time.
Size: 38 x 31mm (45 per sheet) - Cream.
AFLAB1PR Pack of 2 sheets £3.50

These acid free archival quality pens are perfect
for use on our working charts. They have a narrow
(0.5 mm) tip on one end which is just right for writing
in the details; on the other end they have a wider
(1.2mm) tip which is good for making the lines and
boxes. Available in black only.
WRP-BLACK - £2.50
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Chart Storage and Display
Deluxe Chart Tubes - 2”
Store your chart in these eye-catching tubes
that leave no doubt as to the importance of the
contents. If you are giving away a chart there is no
better way to present it than this Burgundy covered
tube with gold block lettering and gold coloured
end caps. Now available in three sizes
Single tubes despatched in an outer postal tube
to make sure your deluxe tube arrives in pristine
condition. Orders for multiple tubes despatched
in boxes.

Deluxe Chart Tube
- Size 18” x 2” (46 x 5cm) approx

Deluxe Chart Tube
- Size 25” x 2” (63.5 x 5cm) approx

Deluxe Chart Tube
- Size 37” x 2 ½” (94 x 6.5cm) approx

Suitable for:

Suitable for:

Suitable for:

• All A3 charts - page 42

• 8 Generation Pedigree charts
- page 40

• Working charts 14 generation
(all lengths) and 10 generation
10m only - page 43

• 5 & 6 Generation Family charts
- page 39
• 8 Generation Fan chart		
- page 41
• Compact 8 Generation chart		
- page 40
• Sticker charts - page 42
• Large format charts on 17” 		
economy and medium paper 		
up to 5m long - pages 50/51
DELTUBE2BGS - (1) £3.95,
(2) £6.90, (5) £15.00, (10) £28.00
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• 10 Generation Double charts
- page 41
• Working charts 10 generation,
1m, 3m and 5m- page 43
• Large format charts on 24” 		
economy and medium paper 		
up to 5m long - pages 50/51
• Large format charts on 24” 		
heavy paper and canvas up to
2m long - pages 50/51
DELTUBE2BG - (1) £4.95, 		
(2) £8.80, (5) £19.50
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• Large format charts on 36” 		
economy and medium paper 		
up to 30m long - pages 50/51
• Large format charts on 36” 		
heavy paper and canvas up to
10m long - pages 50/51
DELTUBE2BGL 				
- (1) £6.95, (2) £11.90

Chart Printing

My History

Chart Printing Guide
Have you ever wanted to bring your research to life with a professionally printed chart? Now you can 		
with a range of services to choose from. Follow our simple guide to select the right service for you.

Question – How do you have your chart prepared?
I have my own genealogy
software and want to create
my own chart design
for you to print.

I am researching and building
my tree online at Ancestry, Find
My Past, Genes Reunited etc.

What do I need to do?

Can I get my data to
you for printing?

Online PDF
Price Calculator

Online
Chart Generator

We need your chart to be
created as a One Page PDF file.
See page 46 for details
on how to do this.

Yes!

We just need you to
upload a digital file.
(See page 47 for details)

I want a bespoke design, or
I have my chart handwritten.

Can you produce
a chart for me?

Bespoke
Design Service

Yes!

We just need you to place
an order for our bespoke
service and let us know
your requirements.
(See page 49 for details)

Now register with the
charting website at
www.charting.myhistory.co.uk
Upload your one page PDF and
obtain an instant quotation on
a range of paper and canvas.
Click on the order link for the
chart you wish to buy.

Continue to the main
My History site
to order your chart.

A customer chart printed from a PDF

One of more than a dozen designs from the Online Chart Generator

TIP: Your log in details
are not the same for
both websites.

Bespoke chart designed by My History

www.myhistory.co.uk
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How to get your Gedcom from Programs
How to send a PDF or Project file;
From Family Historian, Family Tree Maker, Reunion or Roots Magic
Each of these programs holds your family tree information in a file on your computer. If you are able to save a
tree that you have designed yourself as a single page PDF file then you will also save money and time as we can
print your tree just as it is. See pages 48/49 for our printing prices. On the same basis we are also able to accept
your designed chart as a chart file saved in your program.
Note: Your chart should be supplied as a single page PDF document.
Family Historian
Saving a chart as a PDF - click on the menu options; Diagram
| Save Diagram As… | PDF File (.pdf)…The PDF may then be
attached to an email #
Saving as a Chart file - click on the menu options; Diagram |
Save Diagram As… | Family Historian Chart
For more help with this process go to: 			

www.my-history.co.uk/fhchart

Family Tree Maker
Saving a PDF – Once you are happy with your chart design, click
on the Share (top right) | Export to One Page PDF…
Saving as a Chart file - click on the last icon in the menu bar at
the top of the right options panel and save the chart. You may
then send the chart to us for printing.
For more help with this process go to:

www.my-history.co.uk/ftmchart

Reunion Family Tree (MAC)

Roots Magic

Saving a PDF

Saving a PDF - Once you are happy with your chart
design, click on the Share (top right) | Export to
One Page PDF…

For more help with this process go to:		

www.my-history.co.uk/rftchart

For more help with this process go to:		

www.my-history.co.uk/rmchart
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Online Chart Generating

My History
Online Chart Generator

You need to download your data. This is known as a gedcom file.
See page 46 for details on how to do this.
TIP: Save the gedcom file to your desktop so you can find it easily.
Don’t worry that you can’t read this file at home

Now register with the charting website at www.charting.myhistory.co.uk
Upload your gedcom file and choose from a range of chart formats and designs.
You will receive an instant proof of the chart you have created for checking and
a price to print on a range of papers and canvas.
TIP: You may produce as many charts as you wish at this stage.
The PDF proofs are free.

Continue to the main My History site
to order your chart.
TIP: Your log in details are not the same
for both websites.

Can’t find the chart you want?
Register for our bespoke service
- See page 49 for details.
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Getting Your Gedcom
How to Get Your Family File from Your Favourite Website
If you have created your family tree online then please read on to find out how to
get a gedcom file to send to us for designing and printing your chart.

Ancestry

Genes Reunited

In your account, go to; ‘Trees | Create & Manage
Trees | Manage tree and then look for the button
‘EXPORT TREE’

On the homepage go click on ‘Family Tree |
Export GEDCOM’

For more help with this process go to:		

www.my-history.co.uk/ancged

Look in the left hand column showing the status.
Once ‘Ready’, check your email and you will have
an email from Genes Reunited with your ‘.ged’ file
attached.
For more help with this process go to:		

www.my-history.co.uk/genesged

Findmypast

My Heritage

Go to menu options ‘Family tree | View all trees’

Go to ‘Family Tree | Manage trees’

Click ‘Export tree’ and then click ‘Download tree’.

Click on the option ‘Export to GEDCOM’ next to the
tree you wish to export.

The file you save will be a gedcom file (ending ‘.ged’)
For more help with this process go to:		

www.my-history.co.uk/fmpged
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Click ‘Begin the export’
For more help with this process go to:		

www.my-history.co.uk/myhged

Bespoke Chart Design Service

My History
Bespoke Design Service

We can take your program data file, gedcom or handwritten chart
and create a chart to your specification.
Handwritten charts start from £25 per 50 names to proofing stage.
All bespoke services require an initial £30 deposit payable in advance. This may
be ordered and paid for online here: www.my-history.co.uk/bespoke

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Large Format Chart Printing

Your Chart Printed onto a Roll of Paper

If you have your chart already designed in a family tree program, see
page 46 for details of our chart printing service. If you have your chart
stored online, see page 47 for details. If you have a handwritten chart,
see page 49 for details.
We will print your chart on a good quality acid-free paper that is thicker
than average and if that isn't enough you may elect to have your chart
printed on an even heavier paper or canvas.
Your order will be packaged in a cardboard tube with plastic end caps
so that you have a means of carrying it around and storing it without it
getting damaged over the years. If you require a tube per chart, be sure
to order more at the checkout.

Economy Printing Service		

Medium Weight Paper

Paper weight - 90 gsm (VAT inclusive prices)
Not recommended for charts with backgrounds or photos.

Paper weight - 120 gsm (VAT inclusive prices)

17”

24”

36”

42”

20"/0.5m

Length*/Width

£15.45

£15.45

-

-

17”

24”

36”

20"/0.5m

39"1m

£16.95

£17.45

£20.45

58"/1.5m

£18.95

£19.45

78"/2m

£20.45

£21.95

99"/2.5m

£22.45

116"/3m

£24.45

136"/3.5m

Length*/Width

£16.95

£16.95

-

42”

-

£29.45

39"1m

£18.95

£19.45

£22.95

£32.95

£23.95

£33.45

58"/1.5m

£20.95

£21.95

£26.45

£36.95

£26.95

£36.95

78"/2m

£22.95

£23.95

£30.45

£40.95

£23.95

£30.45

£40.45

99"/2.5m

£24.95

£26.45

£33.95

£44.95

£25.95

£33.95

£43.95

116"/3m

£26.95

£28.95

£37.45

£48.95

£25.95

£27.95

£36.95

£47.45

136"/3.5m

£28.95

£31.45

£40.95

£52.95

156" / 4m

£27.95

£29.95

£40.45

£50.95

156" / 4m

£30.95

£33.45

£44.95

£56.45

195" / 5m

£31.45

£34.45

£46.95

£57.95

195" / 5m

£34.95

£38.45

£51.95

£64.45

234" / 6m

£34.95

£38.45

£53.45

£65.45

234" / 6m

£38.95

£42.95

£59.45

£72.45

* It is usually possible for us to slightly enlarge or reduce a PDF image so you may choose the size paper nearest to your chart size.
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Large Format Chart Printing

My History
Why not have Your Chart Printed on Canvas?
Easy to roll, Will not tear, Acid free, Crease resistant,
High Quality Finish, Additions may be added at a
future date using an acid-free pen and if you spill
anything on it, it has a Wipe clean surface.

Discounts
Share your hard labours with some of your relatives.
Charts make excellent Christmas, Birthday and
Anniversary presents. If you order more than one print
of a single size & design then we are able to offer the
following discounts:
2 charts - 25%, 5 Charts - 30%, 10 Charts - 35%
You may mix different weights of medium and
heavy paper for the same print order to reach the
above discounts but the canvas prints are priced and
discounted separately. Please see our website for
discounts on larger quantities.

Detail of canvas print

Ink
We insist on high quality ink for our printing service
as these have proven to be fade resistant when
compared to cheaper alternative inks.
Our website www.myhistory.co.uk has lots of hints
and tips to help you with your chart and even includes
help sheets which you may download for your
favourite family tree software or online tree service.

Why not store your chart in one of our
luxury tubes? See page 44 for details.

Heavy Weight Paper		

Canvas Printing		

Paper weight - 170 gsm (VAT inclusive prices)

Canvas weight - 260 gsm (VAT inclusive prices)

17”

24”

36”

42”

20"/0.5m

Length*/Width

£18.45

£18.95

-

-

17”

24”

36”

20"/0.5m

39"1m

£20.95

£21.45

£24.95

58"/1.5m

£22.95

£23.95

78"/2m

£24.95

£26.45

99"/2.5m

£27.45

116"/3m

£29.45

136"/3.5m

Length*/Width

£25.45

£25.45

-

42”

-

£36.45

39"1m

£28.45

£29.45

£34.45

£49.45

£29.45

£40.45

58"/1.5m

£31.45

£32.95

£39.95

£55.45

£33.45

£44.95

78"/2m

£34.45

£36.45

£45.45

£61.45

£28.95

£37.45

£49.45

99"/2.5m

£37.45

£39.95

£50.95

£67.45

£31.95

£41.45

£53.45

116"/3m

£40.45

£43.45

£56.45

£72.95

£31.95

£34.45

£45.45

£57.95

136"/3.5m

£43.45

£46.95

£61.95

£78.95

156" / 4m

£33.95

£36.95

£49.45

£62.45

156" / 4m

£46.45

£50.45

£67.45

£84.95

195" / 5m

£38.45

£41.95

£57.45

£70.95

195" / 5m

£52.45

£57.45

£77.95

£96.95

234" / 6m

£42.95

£47.45

£65.45

£79.95

234" / 6m

£58.45

£64.45

£88.95 £108.95

Please contact us for larger sizes.
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Print & Bind Book Publishing

Turn Your Family History into an Unforgettable Gift
If you’ve been doing your family history for a good few years, then why not show off your work in a bound
book. How many of your relatives have received a copy of the family history or even seen your work?
Well now you have the opportunity to present your story in a professionally finished bound book that can’t
fail to capture the interest of any family member. Your family history book will be treasured not just for a few
months or years, but for generations. Giving an unforgettable gift is just one of life’s delights and then just
imagine how many generations will appreciate your endeavours.

A4 Books with Hardback Covers
• You only have to order
one book.
• Personalised glossy
hardback cover.
• Choice of cover design
(or design your own).
• High quality pages 		
printed in full colour.
• Discounted prices for
multiple copies.

PRICES FROM

£30.95
Please see our website for frequently asked questions,
prices and instructions for making your book ready for
us to print: www.my-history.co.uk/book

My History have teamed up with a professional book
printer so that you may have your family history printed
and professionally bound with a personalised front cover
displaying your family name and your own name as the
author. There is no commitment to order more than one
book and your data remains private.
The book will have a hard, glossy cover and the pages will
be printed on double sided paper. The number of pages in
your book is up to you but we have a minimum charge for
a book of 50 pages or less.
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Springback Binders

My History
Family History and Plain Springback Book Binders
The perfect way to print and present your family
history in book form. Our springback book binders
allow you to bind up to 250 sheets of A4 (90gsm)
paper by just folding the cover back on itself, inserting
the pages and when the cover is closed the edges of
the pages are gripped tightly.

You may remove and reinsert the pages as many times
as you like thus allowing your publication to grow
over time. There are no holes to punch and the quality
and feel of the finished work is more like a book than
any ring binder. These binders help you make the
perfect gift when presenting a printed family history
to other members of your family.

Please take a look
at the springback
binder video on our
website.

Tip: If you wish
to print your pages
before purchasing a
binder, don’t forget
to allow at least a
32mm (1¼”) margin
down the edge of
the paper.
How to insert pages
in your Springback binder:

1 Bend cover back

Features:
• Landscape or Portrait format
• Printed gold block lettering on
front and spine
• Plain finish binders available
• Add or remove pages as your
family history grows
• 3 Different cover materials

• Hardback covers with inner 		
acid-free lining
• Holds up to 150 sheets
‘Standard ‘(25mm) binders and
250 sheets ‘XL’ (50mm) binders
• Acid-free inner leaves
• Binder slipcase sets available

2 Insert pages into spine

3 Close binder

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Springback Binders
Family History Springback Binder (25mm) Traditional Colours
Smart grained outer finish available as a plain cover
or gold blocked with the words ‘Family History’.
Holds up to 150 sheets of A4 90gsm paper. You also
have the option of buying 100 sheets of paper with
this binder. By popular request the black and green
binders are now available for sale with a slipcase.
Family History Springback Binder
SBPR - £17.95 - Black, Red, Blue or Green
Family History Springback Binder (25mm) & 100
Sheets of Acid-free paper
SBPR-P - £21.95 - Black, Red, Blue or Green

Please see page 55 for plain binders
without the words “Family History”

Family History - Pastel
Springback Binder

Family History - Soft-Touch
Springback Binder

The distinctive gold blocked Family History title on
both the front and spine give these binders a modern
look that will stand the test of time and still look good
on a book shelf for many years to come. The linen
finish is harder wearing than our traditional range
above and comes in a range of four metallic colours;
Silver, Green, Pink or Lilac.

Give your family history book a touch of class with
one of these two new finishes. The material is
stronger and harder wearing than the traditional
colours above and
has the feel of real
leather. As usual
it is printed with
the distinctive gold
blocked Family
History title both on
the front and spine.
Colour: 		
Burgundy/Dark Tan.

SBMPR - £23.95
(Silver and Metallic Green slipcases also available
- see website)

SBLPR - £21.50

Please see pages 36 & 37 for our selection of Acid-free papers.
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Springback Binders

My History
Plain Springback Binder
These are the same quality as our printed standard
binders but without the gold block lettering.

Family History Springback Binder XL
(50mm) - Traditional Colours
This binder is the same as the binder on page 54 but
with a 50mm spine capable of holding 250 sheets of
A4 90gsm paper thus allowing a book of 500 pages.
XL (50mm) - Family History Springback Binder
SBPRW - £20.95
- Black, Red, Blue or Green
XL (50mm) - Plain
Springback Binder
SBPEW - £17.95
- Black, Red, Blue or Green

Plain Springback Binder (25mm)
SPBK £14.95 - Black, Red, Blue or Green
Plain Springback Binder (25mm) 		
& 100 Sheets of Acid-free paper
SBPK-P £18.95 - Black, Red, Blue or Green

A3 Six Generation Pedigree Chart (pack of 3 - Folded)
Use the chart to record up to six generations of ancestors and then
insert into a binder. Chart has a large left margin that makes it ideal
for use in binders. Includes extension references for follow on charts
if you are lucky enough to get back more than six generations.
Chart size: A3 11.7 x 16.5 inches (29.7 x 42cm)

A3PED6-F
- Pack of (3) £3.75, (6) £6.00
Please see page 42 for
rolled versions of this chart.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Springback Binders
Plain Springback Binder with Window
This Springback Binder with a
cut out window on the front
cover allows you to personalise
your book. Personalise the
binder yourself by printing your
own sheet to show through the
window or alternatively we can
create it for you on a sheet of our
cream 100 gsm acid free paper.
See website for further details.
Choose below from our Traditional
colours of Green, Red, Blue and
Black or the Soft Touch Finish for
the Burgundy option.
SPW - £19.95
- Black, Red, Blue, or Green
£21.50 Burgundy soft touch finish
We also print customised title pages to show
through the binder window. Please go to:
www.my-history.co.uk/custom

Slipcase/Springback Binder Sets

Self-Adhesive CD Wallet

A springback binder complete
with a slipcase made to the
same high standard as the
binder with matching finish.
At present these sets are only
available in the traditional
finish of black or green and
the burgundy in the soft
touch finish. These binders
are the 25mm size capable
of holding 150 sheets of
A4 paper.

This self-adhesive CD wallet can be adhered to the
inside cover of your Springback binders, photograph
or certificate folders. This provides an excellent
storage option so that any digital data or photographs
that relate to your folders can all be kept together
secure in one place.

BACK IN
STOCK!

FAMILY HISTORY Springback Binder & Slip-Case
SBSLP25T - £29.95 - Black or Green
PLAIN Springback Binder & Slip-Case
SPSLP25 - £26.95 - Black or Green
FAMILY HISTORY Springback Binder & Slip-Case
(Soft Touch) - SBSLP25S - £37.95 - Burgundy only
- See website for Silver and Metallic Green
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CDWALL2 - £1.75 (Pack of 2)

Springback Binders

My History
Landscape A4 Springback Book Binder
If you are using a program that allows landscape format
layout then these binders are perfect for presenting your
family history in wide format.
• Smart grained
• Remove and re-insert
outer finish
the pages over and 			
over again
• Available in Red, Black, 			
Green or Blue
• Holds up to 150 A4 			
90gsm sheets
• Cover made from 				
heavy duty board with 			
• Acid-free inner leaves
inner acid-free lining

Family History A4 Landscape Binder
LSBPR - £20.95 (Please state binder colour)
Family History A4 Landscape Binder
and a Pack of 100 Sheets A4 Paper
LSBPR-P - £24.95 (Please state binder colour)
Plain Landscape Springback Binder Only
LSB - £18.50 (Please state binder colour)
Plain Landscape Springback Binder
and a Pack of 100 Sheets A4 Paper
LSB-P - £22.50 (Please state binder colour)

Bookmaking Information
Some family tree software
packages will allow you to set up a
series of reports and charts in the
form of book pages. The software
will allow you to write a title
page and automatically create a
contents page and an index. It
also numbers all the pages thus
making a complete work for
publication and distribution to
other family members.
Whilst we are convinced at
My History that many younger
members of the family will be

happy to receive your work in
digital format by way of a website
on CD or a copy of your data file,
we also believe that there is no
better way of preserving a link
to the past than with a printed
document.
This is because we believe it is still
the most accessible way to present
information to a wide audience
and will never be reliant on any
technology other than the quality
of the paper used.

The information presented does
not have to be every detail from
your tree and at the very least will
provide an introduction to the
family archive encouraging our
inquisitive descendants to access
the extra data locked away in a
digital format.
Two of the most popular packages
at the moment for producing
books are Family Tree Maker and
Family Historian.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Trade Directories on CD
Trade Directories and Data CDs
We already have over 200 trade directories scanned from all over the UK. In 2019 we have stepped up our
scanning to try and get the backlog down and all directories are now available for download at our sister
website TWR Computing as well as on DVD from www.my-history.co.uk.
For downloads please go to www.my-history.co.uk/htd
What’s in a Directory?
These directories will often indicate
both a business address and a home
address for people in business or
professionals from shoemakers to
solicitors and landlords of pubs,
beer houses and Inns. They often
also include a huge amount of
extra information such as; details of
towns and villages, times of coaches
and delivery services etc.
Whilst this won’t always help you
find a family member it can assist
you with understanding what a
place was like when your ancestor
lived there. This information can
often be added to your family history
to make it a more interesting read.

To the left is just a sample of a page from a directory
indicating the diversity of the businesses included in
such a publication. There is often a separate section
for residential addresses.
The adverts in these directories are also fascinating
to read as they will often give a clue as to what our
ancestors were likely to be buying to keep up with
the latest fashions and technology.

More Directories to Scan
In addition to the directories listed we have a large
backlog of directories to scan over the coming year
so please take a look at our website occasionally to
see the latest listings: www.my-history.co.uk
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DNA Book and Links

My History
Introduction to DNA Tests
DNA testing is a bit of a minefield and
it is not just about price when it comes
to choosing a provider. On this page
we try to give you some idea of the
likely companies you will come across
within the Genealogy market.
Perhaps even before you get tested you
may be interested in an excellent book
(below) that gives you some seriously
good indications of what you might
learn from having a DNA test.
Visit our website at 			
www.my-history.co.uk/dna for the
latest hints and tips and links to the
sites shown on this page along with up
to date prices and any offers available.
Here are a few tips to consider:
• Once you have been tested your DNA
results will give you an insight into where
in the World some of your ancestors may
originate from.
• Any results you receive are based on the
the testing of milliions of people that has
been done so far. As more people are
tested it is quite possible that your origins
or at least the percentage breakdown of
your origins will alter so it is always worth
going back and checking your results over
time.

• Ancestry is by far the largest company
in the Genealogy testing arena so your
results are compared to their records
which may give you a more accurate
result quite early on.
• Another aspect of DNA testing is the
possible matches to cousins and other
relatives. If others in your family have
had a test done with the same company
then it is possible that they will be listed
as likely relatives. Obviously this could
be someone already known to you or in
the case of a 2nd, 3rd or 4th cousin for
instance it may be someone you are not
already aware of.
• WARNING: Just as people are breaking
down brickwalls and finding family
connections to previously unknown
fathers there is always the possibility that
a hitherto assumed family relationship is
proven to be incorrect. We recently spoke
to someone at an exhibtiion who had only
just found out that her father was not
who she thought of as her father.
• It is often worth testing two family
members, close or distantly related as the
proportion of DNA passed down from a
father and mother can vary considerably
between siblings. By having one or more
sets of results to compare you may get
a more realistic idea of your ancestors
origins. It is this random inheritance of
genes that often makes us look slightly or
greatly different to our siblings.

DNA for Genealogists
A very accessible 58-page booklet showing how you
can use DNA to harness this exciting new range of
genealogical research tools. This publication provides
a contextual understanding of DNA suitable for
genealogists and discusses the currently available tests
that are likely to be of interest to family historians,
especially those wanting to prove (or disprove)
compiled family trees, to connect ‘new’ relatives by
means of inherited genetic material.

NEW!

UTP0291A - £8.00

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Books
Family Research Booklets
This range of booklets allows easy access to a range of topics for helping you with
your family research. You may read more about the individual books on our website
at www.my-history.co.uk/utp

Scotland’s People
UTP0104 - £5.75

‘Till death us do part:
causes of death
1300-1948
UTP0261 - £5.50

Manorial Records for
Family Historians

Death Certificates &
Archaic Medical terms

Cracking the code of
old handwriting

UTP0131 - £9.75

UTP0181 - £8.50

UTP0243 - £6.00

The ones that got away:
tracing elusive ancestors
who move into, out from
and within Britain

Discover Scottish
Church Records

Irish Family History
Resources Online

UTP0281 - £11.00

UTP0282 - £9.00

500 best genealogy &
family history tips

Discover English
Parish Registers

UTP0262 - £6.00

Discover Irish
land records
UTP0287 - £8.00

How to write your family
history: a guide to creating,
planning, editing and publishing
family stories

UTP0425 - £9.25

UTP0324 - £6.00

Please see our website for the full range of books: www.my-history.co.uk/utp
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UTP0561 - £7.00

Maps DVD/Subscriptions

My History
My History Maps DVD
A range of 229 maps covering England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales all on one
disc and at an affordable price.
Now you can plot your ancestor’s locations in many parts of the UK without
having to buy lots of expensive printed maps. Contains street plans, town
plans, county maps and more dating from 1660 to 1947.
Please visit this webpage for more information: www.my-history.co.uk/map
MAPDVD1 - £9.95
Maps for individual counties may be downloaded at
www.twrcomputing.co.uk/maps

Searching for your Ancestors Online - Vouchers & Subscriptions
What is the best site for searching for ancestors?

Free or Subscription websites

We often get asked this question and over the years
our answer hasn’t really changed. There are two large
suppliers of data that most genealogists will need to
link to at some point in their research. Findmypast and
Ancestry are both excellent sources for records and for
various reasons when you can’t find something on one
you may well find it on the other. However other sites
such as Family Search, Forces War Records, Free BMD,
My Heritage and The Genealogist all have something to
offer and even more so when you consider that they are
probably the ones specialising in smaller record sets that
the larger suppliers are perhaps ignoring. Please go to
our website www.myhistory.co.uk for a more detailed
explanation of the above sites.

There a few sites on the internet where you may
search for your ancestors without being charged.
For a full list of these please see the right-hand side bar
of our home page at www.my-history.co.uk
Other sites such as Find My Past and Ancestry charge for
viewing their records not only because of the high cost
of scanning them but also because they are investing in
scanning and transcribing even more records.
You may purchase subscriptions online or by voucher
(Find My Past only) from My History.

Ancestry Subscriptions

Find My Past Subscriptions & Vouchers
We now have two voucher codes available for the Findmypast.
co.uk website. These vouchers allow you to search all the UK
records including the 1939 Register. We can deliver voucher
codes by post or as a simple printed code by email.

1 Month code £14.20
12 Month code £121.25
For more information please visit
my-history.co.uk/ancestry

For more information on Findmypast subscriptions
and voucher codes please visit: my-history.co.uk/fmp

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Diary Dates / Family History Fairs
Handy Calculators
Year of Birth Calculation
from Census Date
This is a handy chart to have
next to you when looking
at census returns. Calculate
possible birth year working
back from age given at any
census 1841-1911. Includes
the actual census dates as well.

YBC - £1.95

Generation
Relationship Chart
Work out the
relationship between
two people in your tree
based on a common
ancestor. eg second
cousin once removed
etc.

GRC - £1.95

Family History Fairs, Exhibition and Conference Dates for 2019/20
My History will be attending the following fairs during the course of the next 12 months.

2019

Venue

The Family History Show, London

Sandown Racecourse, Esher

Lanarkshire Local & Family History Show

Motherwell

Glamorgan Family History Fair

Merthyr Tydfil

RootsTech (London)

Excel

West Surrey Family History Fair & Open Day

Woking

Date
Saturday 24 August
Saturday 5 October
Saturday 12 October
Thu - Sat 24-26 October
Saturday 2 November

2020		
The Family History Show, South West

Bristol

Dorset Family History Day

Parkstone Grammar School

Saturday 8 February

Family Tree Live Exhibition

Alexandra Palace

Fri/Sat 17/18 April

The Family History Show, York

York Racecourse

Saturday 20 June

Saturday 21 March

For more information about the fairs above please visit our website

U3A (University for the Third Age) and other Family History Groups
If you are a member of a U3A group, or other family history group, please ask your
facilitator to get in touch as we have some products available at special prices throughout
the year and members are occasionally entitled to discounts off our product range.
Email: sales@myhistory.co.uk with the facilitators name and contact address and the
library/premises where the group meets. Also let us know how many of you meet each
month and we will send out an introductory pack to you.

How to Order
Order by internet, mail 		
or telephone
Internet - www.myhistory.co.uk
Telephone - 01302 288722
Mon-Fri 8:30am - 5:00pm and
some Saturday mornings.
Post - We are happy for orders
to be placed via our website and
followed up by a cheque in the post
or use the order form opposite.
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Payment
You may pay by credit/debit card,
cheque or postal orders.
All prices include VAT at 20%

My History Shop
Customers are welcome to place
orders and collect from our shop at
this address on the following days:

My History Ltd
1a Denaby Point, Coalpit Road
Denaby Main, Doncaster
DN12 4LH
Tel: 01302 288722
E-mail: sales@myhistory.co.uk
Website: www.myhistory.co.uk

Tuesday - Friday 9:30am - 2:30pm.
Other times by appointment.

Email sales@myhistory.co.uk

All prices are correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

Order Form 2019/20

My History

Order Form

Please write in your details and post it along with your
cheque or other payment information to My History.

Title: Mr/Mrs/Ms

Name

Date

/

/

Address
Postcode
Email
Code

Daytime Tel. No.
Description

Colour

Qty

Card: Visa

Mastercard

Maestro

Delta

Carriage/P&P
Final Total
Payment I enclose £
my cheque/postal
order for made payable
to “My History Ltd”

Maestro
Issue No.
If available

Solo

Card No.

Expiry Date

/

3 Digit Security No.

Post to:
My History Ltd
1a Denaby Point, Coalpit Road,
Denaby Main Doncaster,
South Yorkshire,
DN12 4LH

Value

Total Goods

Order with Confidence
We will not process your cheque or charge your credit/debit card until
the goods are ready for despatch.
Delivery/Postage Charges
We charge postage at cost. However due to the wide variation in weight
of our products postage can vary enormously. The maximum we will charge
you will be £8.95 but where the postage comes to less than this, if you
have paid by cheque we will issue a credit note for the difference, or we will
charge your debit/credit card the exact amount if you have chosen to pay
that way. Alternatively order online and select ‘Send cheque in the post’
as your payment method at the checkout.

Price

Signature

Your Privacy is Assured

We do not pass our customer’s names and addresses on to a third
party for their own use. We would like to retain your address after
fulfilling your order to send occasional mailings. If you do not want
us to use your details in this way please tick the following box.
I would prefer not to receive any further mailings from
My History, so please delete my address from your system.

www.myhistory.co.uk
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Professionally Printed Charts
Your chart printed on a roll of paper
If you have been entering your tree online or in a computer
program or you just have a handwritten tree, we can turn
it into a professionally printed chart to share with all your
family. You may supply your family data to us in several
different ways. See page 45 for details.
•

Discounts for multiple copies

•

High quality acid-free paper

•

Fade resistant inks

Box Detail

Choose from our many designs (See page 47)

Our free online chart design service (See page 47)

Your own design printed (See page 50)

Bespoke charts for special occasions (See page 49)

Alternatively, for even more information go online at www.my-history.co.uk/charts
My History Ltd
1a Denaby Point
Coalpit Road
Denaby Main
Doncaster, DN12 4LH

Tel: 01302 288722
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